Your PhD association hereby invites all PhD students at BIO to a blast of a Christmas party!!

To celebrate Christmas in a traditional Danish spirit and to bring all PhD's at the Department of Biology closer together, we are organizing a Christmas lunch by PhD students for PhD students on **Saturday, December 4th**.

The event will take place at **mBAR**, building 6, Copenhagens Biocentre, Ole Maaløesvej 5, 2200 Copenhagen N. We start out at **18:00** with a welcome drink followed by a delicious dinner, paid by the PhD-association. Drinks can be purchased in the bar at low prices.

Due to the massive positive feedback we only have a limited number of seats left, so if you have not already responded, please do so no later than November 15. Registration is binding, since we have persuaded a very fine chef to cook for us!

Please reserve this date to socialize with your colleagues and consume **great food and snaps**!

Important: It is not allowed to bring you own beverages.

Please disseminate this message of good news to other PhD students in you group, as we are still not sure how inclusive this e-mail list is, and encourage them to participate too!

We are looking forward to seeing you!!!

Best regards

the PhD associations' social committee

Gitte, Henning, Jonas, Lars, Merian, Signe and Iben

**Iben Rønn Veland, M.Sc.**

*Ph.D. student in Ciliary Signaling*
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